Length 17 DAYS
Start/End AUCKLAND & SYDNEY
Departure FEBRUARY 1, 2020
Tour Code 7SSNZAU17D

AUSTRALIA
& NEW
ZEALAND

INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

• On shore excursion
• Cocktail party
• All inclusive offer
(Flight/transfers): Please
ask agent for details

•
•
•
•

Personal expenses
Gratuities
Travel insurance
All other services not
stated in the itinerary

FROM CAD $15, 200 PER PERSON
Australia and New Zealand - Go walkabout at
the end of the world. Discover the beauty of New
Zealand and Australia, from the vibrant creativity of
Wellington to the bright lights of Sydney. Punctuated
by the incredibly beautiful, wild and remote, Milford
and Dusky Sounds, be prepared to revel in an
intriguing combination of rugged mountains, sparkling
rivers, splashing waterfalls and cosmopolitan evenings.

FOR RESERSVATIONS CONTACT YOUR AGENT
204.287.8228 • mail@canada-one.com

Itinerary

Day 8: STEWART, ISLAND

Day 1: AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Take in the true scale of Auckland’s magnificent
cityscape by ascending 192 metres to the Sky Tower.
Immerse yourself in the rich history and culture of the area
at Auckland Art Gallery, Toi o Tāmaki.

The majority of Stewart Island has been claimed by
dense forests, which conceal wonderful wildlife
watching opportunities, and reveal isolated coves and
dramatic cliffs. With only 15 miles of road, the best way
to see the rugged beauty is by crunching along
seaside trails.

Day 2: TAURANGA (BAY OF PLENTY), NZ

Day 9: DOUBTFUL SOUND & MILFORD SOUND

Mount Maunganui is a fittingly dramatic welcome.
Brooding, geothermal energy creates spectacular
natural attractions across this region, while plunging
waterfalls, and fascinating Maori culture ensures that the
Bay of Plenty has a lot to offer visitors.

Incredibly beautiful, wild and remote, the region is an
intriguing combination of rugged mountain ranges,
dense rainforest, solitary alpine lakes, sparkling rivers
and splashing waterfalls.

Day 3: AT SEA
Day 4: WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
There are shows to see, art installations to enjoy, and rich
flavours to savour here. The sounds of rare and beautiful
birdlife fill the hills around the city, and the bush of the
green belt provides easy-to-access sanctuary, strolls and
cycle rides.

Day 5: PICTON, NEW ZEALAND
Picton provides an attractive link between New
Zealand’s two main islands. Browse art studios and
galleries, while nursing your freshly ground coffee.
Wander Picton Memorial Park, among palm trees, bright
flowers and benches that sit before sweeping views of
the Sound.

Day 6: LYTTELTON (CHRISTCHURCH), NZ
The rebuild of the country’s oldest city continues apace –
following the earthquakes that devastated it in 2011.
Colourful street art adds an edge to the city, while shiny
new bars and restaurants contribute to the sense of
revitalisation and renewal.

Days 10 & 11: AT SEA
Day 12: BURNIE, AUSTRALIA
Some of the world’s purest air – and the breezes here
are purified by miles of uninterrupted ocean. Tasmania
itself is a place of sweeping National Parks, soaring
granite mountain ranges, and lakes reflecting
spectacular scenery in glass-smooth surfaces.

Days 13 & 14: MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
The city center is an orderly grid of streets where the
state parliament, banks, multinational corporations,
and splendid Victorian buildings that sprang up in the
wake of the gold rush now stand. Federation Square—
with its host of galleries—has become a civic
landmark.

Day 15: AT SEA
Day 16: EDEN, AUSTRALIA
Known for the migrating whales that cruise through its
waters between May and November, Eden sits in New
South Wales’ scenic Twofold Bay. Many fascinating
stories reflect a symbiotic relationship with the whales.

Day 7: TIMARU, NEW ZEALAND

Day 17: SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

The diverse museum exhibits everything from aviation
history to hunting wares and whaling tusks – and the town
boasts the third biggest art gallery in all New Zealand.
Lake Pukaki is a hot spot for cinematic fantasy
landscapes, including settings where scenes from The
Hobbit films were shot.

Make the legendary climb up the smooth curve of
the bridge – nicknamed the Coathanger – to soak in
the shining city’s spread from a unique perspective.
Wander the Bondi to Coogee coastal walk for more of
this sun-gorged stretch of prime coastline. Drop in on
wildlife sanctuaries caring for the country’s animals –
from cute kangaroos to adorably cuddly koalas.
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